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Hydrated vanadium pentoxide (V2O5?0.44H2O, HVO) nanobelts were synthesized by a simply high-

yield (e.g. up to y99%) hydrothermal approach. The length of these nanobelts was up to several

hundred micrometers while the diameter was only y20 nm and the thickness was y10 nm. Binder-

free bulky papers were prepared by using these HVO nanobelts and were tested as Li ion battery

cathodes. The unique architecture of the HVO bulky paper provides hierarchical porous channels and

large specific surface area, which facilitate fast ion diffusion and effectively strain relaxation upon

charge-discharge cycling. The electrochemical tests revealed that the flexible HVO cathode could

deliver high reversible specific capacities with y100% Coulombic efficiency, especially at high C

rates. For example, it achieved a reversible capacity of 163 mAh g21 at 6.8 C.

Introduction

Nowadays, there are rapid growing demands for portable

electronic devices with various specifications, e.g. low-cost,

paper-thin, lightweight, flexible and even rollable. Therefore

the development of power sources, such as rechargeable Li-ion

batteries, is desired to further improve their power and energy

density, operational safety, cycling stability and even flexibility

(working well even under twisting conditions). For traditional

Li-ion battery electrodes, polymer binders or adhesives are

added to improve the binding of active materials to substrates,

which, however, also causes an undesirable decrease in the film’s

electrical conductivity. Binder-free electrodes also open up a

possibility for high temperature applications in excess of 200 uC,

at which most conventional binders are not stable.1 Currently,

binder-free and bulky-paper-formed flexible electrodes were

prepared by using carbon based materials, including carbon

nanotubes (CNTs)2 and graphene nanosheets.3 However, their

applications are limited to Li-ion battery anodes. In addition,

there are concerns that the cost of CNTs is high and the

preparation of graphene sheets is tedious. Hence there is a need

to search for other flexible active materials with good electro-

chemical performance and low-cost especially for cathode

applications.

Vanadium pentoxide (V2O5) has been extensively studied as a

well-known cathode material for Li-ion batteries owning to its

essential advantages of low cost, easy synthesis process, high

safety, high specific capacity and energy density.4–6 It is a typical

intercalation compound with a layered crystal structure, which

can act as a good host for the reversible insertion and extraction

of Li+ and can attain a large theoretical capacity of 294 mAh g21

in the voltage range of 4.0–2.0 V vs. Li/Li+. This value is rather

higher than those of commonly used cathode materials, e.g.,

LiCoO2 (140 mAh g21), LiMn2O4 (148 mAh g21) and LiFePO4

(170 mAh g21). Moreover, converting V2O5 to hydrated vanadium

pentoxide (V2O5?xH2O) can lead to higher Li-ion storage

capacities7–9 due to its unique crystal structure, which consists of

a double layer of V2O5 stacked along the c-axis of a monoclinic

unit cell with water molecules intercalated between the layers.10

These water molecules expand the distance between the layers, and

hence increase the Li-ion-intercalation capacities. For example, a

specific energy of over 700 Wh Kg21 has been achieved for Li-ion

batteries with a V2O5?xH2O xerogel positive electrode.7

The cathode application of V2O5 is limited by its low diffusion

coefficient of Li+ (y10212 cm2 s21)11 and moderate electrical

conductivities (1022 to 1023 S cm21).12 Many studies have been

conducted to improve its lithium diffusion and electrical

conductivity by modifying the crystal structure towards a more
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open framework13 and by adding conductive coatings.6 In

particular, nanostructured materials are considered as a promis-

ing approach to solve these problems by decreasing the

polarization and shortening diffusion paths of Li ions.6,14

Among the nanostructured materials, one-dimensional (1D)

nanowires or nanobelts are the most favorable to construct high-

performance Li-ion batteries as they can offer a range of unique

advantages over their traditional counterparts including large

specific surface area, short Li+ transport distance, efficient 1D

electron transport pathways and facile strain relaxation upon

electrochemical cycling.14,15–18 For example, an electrode plat-

form was developed16 in which silicon nanowires grew directly

on the current collector to accommodate the large volume

change and to avoid capacity fading. Numerous authors have

reported the synthesis of V2O5 nanowires/nanobelts by using

vapor transport,19 electrospinning,15 electrodeposition20 and

hydrothermal approach.21–23 Some of these methods, however,

may only be suitable for small scale sample preparation,15,19,20

while others may require long synthesis times of about 4–

7 days,21,22 and insulating surface capping such as soft template

poly(ethylene oxide).22 For cathode performance evaluation, it

was reported21 that V2O5 nanowires delivered an initial discharge

capacity of 351 mAh g21 in the enlarged voltage range of 4.0–

1.5 V (corresponding to three Li+ insertion/extraction) at a

current density of 50 mA g21, which degraded rapidly to

175 mAh g21 after 20 cycles with a capacity retention of 49.9%.

Further improvement is desired. On the other hand, fabrication

of flexible cathodes using these nanowires/nanobelts has not

been demonstrated. Developing binder-free flexible cathodes

based on the V2O5 1D nanostructure has thus great potential as

it can build up flexible Li ion batteries with possibly higher

operation temperature ranges and improved Li storage perfor-

mance. Besides, it also offers the opportunity to explore an

energy-saving, low-cost and simple fabrication route to enable

large scale production of V2O5 nanostructures for practical

applications.

Herein, a simple high-yield (close to 100%) hydrothermal

approach was developed to prepare single-crystalline hydrated

vanadium pentoxide (V2O5?0.44H2O) nanobelts having a length

up to several hundred micrometers and a diameter of only

y20 nm. These V2O5?0.44H2O (hereafter abbreviated as HVO)

nanobelts were further used to prepare bulky papers without

addition of any binders, which were mechanically strong upon

bending. The HVO bulky paper was formed by the intertwining

HVO nanobelts, which created hierarchical porous channels and

facilitated the strain relaxation during the charge and discharge

processes. The electrochemical tests revealed that the flexible

HVO cathode could deliver high reversible specific capacities,

especially at high C rates such as capacity of 163 mAh g21 at

2000 mA g21 (6.8 C).

Experimental

Preparation of HVO nanobelts and bulky paper

In a typical synthesis, 1 mM V2O5 powder (Alfa Aesar) and

30 mL H2O were mixed under vigorous magnetic stirring at

room temperature, and then 5 mL of 31% H2O2 was added and

kept continuously stirred for about 20 min to give a yellow

solution. Then, 1.5 mM ammonium dihydrogen phosphate

(NH4H2PO4, Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in the above solu-

tion. The resulting solution was transferred to a 50 mL autoclave

and kept in an oven at 180 uC for 48 h. The product was washed

and separated by centrifugation-redispersion cycles with distilled

water and ethanol and then dried at 70 uC to give a yield of

y99% (i.e. y180 mg).

To fabricate the bulky paper, half of the product (90 mg) was

redispersed in 40 mL of ethanol solution under vigorous mag-

netic stirring for about 8 h. The solution was then poured into a

petri dish (100620 mm) with a weighing paper at the bottom

and dried in an oven at 70 uC under normal pressure. After the

evaporation of ethanol, a flexible yellow HVO bulky paper was

easily obtained by peeling it off from the weighing paper.

Chemical physical characterization

X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) was recorded on a Bruker AXS

D8 advance X-ray diffractometer at the 2h range of 10 to 50u
using Cu Ka radiation. The morphology was investigated by

using a field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM)

system (JEOL, Model JSM-7600F), and the nanostructure was

characterized by using a transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) system (JEOL, Model JEM-2100) operating at 200 kV.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, Q500) was carried out from

room temperature to 500 uC at a heating rate of 10 K min21

in air. Theta Probe X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS,

ESCALab 250i-XL & Thetaprobe A1333) was used to verify the

valence state of vanadium.

Electrochemical characterization

The coin-type cells were assembled in an argon-filled glove-box,

where both moisture and oxygen levels were less than 1 ppm. To

improve electrical conductivity, a bulky paper with a mixture of

90 mg HVO nanobelts and 30 mg acid-treated multi-walled

carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs, C nano) was prepared. The

fabrication process was the same as pure HVO paper. Cathodes

were made by punching the bulky paper into small disks (Ø =

14 mm), and then pressing upon the stainless steel sheets. For

comparative studies, another HVO electrode was prepared by

mixing of HVO nanobelts, MWCNTs and poly(vinyldifluoride)

(PVDF) at a weight ratio of 75 : 25 : 20 in N-methylpyrrolidone

(NMP) solvent and then pasting on the stainless steel sheets. The

weight of all active materials was around 2.0 mg. The lithium

foils were used as anodes and the electrolyte was a solution

of 1 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate (EC)/dimethyl carbonate

(DMC) (1 : 1, w/w). The cells were tested on a NEWARE multi-

channel battery test system with galvanostatic charge and

discharge in the voltage range of 4.0–2.0 V. Cyclic voltammetry

(scan rate: 0.2 mV s21) and electrochemical impedance spectra

(frequency range: 0.001 y 105 Hz) were performed with an

electrochemical workstation (CHI 660C).

Results and discussion

The phase purity and crystal structure of the product obtained in

the presence of 1.5 mM NH4H2PO4 was examined by X-ray

diffraction (XRD). Fig. 1a reveals that reflection peaks are

indexed to the monoclinic V2O5?xH2O (JCPDS 07-0332), which

is similar to the previous report.23 To determine the content of
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coordinated water in the sample, thermogravimetric analysis

(TGA) was carried out in air (see ESI, Fig. S1){. The weight loss

of 4.3% below 200 uC is attributed to the release of free water

and physically adsorbed water, and the 4.0% weight loss in the

temperature range of 200–400 uC is ascribed to the loss of

coordinated water in the sample. Thus, the molar ratio of the

coordinated water to V2O5 is determined to be y0.44. To further

confirm the oxidation state of vanadium, X-ray photoelectron sp

ectroscopy (XPS) analysis was also carried out on the as-

prepared sample (see Fig. 1b). The V 2p3/2 band at 517.7 eV and

the O 1s band at 530.6 eV correspond to the V(5+)-O stretch,

which agrees well with the previous report.24

The field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM)

images shows that the as-prepared sample is a 1D nanostructure

(see Fig. 2a–b) with a length of 100–400 mm. The transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) image (see Fig. 2c) reveals that the

as-prepared HVO is a nanobelt structure with a width in the

range of 20–600 nm. As some of the HVO can be rolled up to

provide the side view of the nanobelts (see Fig. 2d), the thickness

of the nanobelts is estimated to be around 10 nm. Here, it is

noted that the width of the HVO nanobelts determined through

TEM is much smaller than that observed in the FESEM, due to

the fact that FESEM images mainly show bundles of HVO

nanobelts. The high resolution (HR) TEM image (see Fig. 2e)

and the selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern (see

inset of Fig. 2e) indicated that these nanobelts are single

crystalline. The HRTEM observation also indicates that the

long axis of the nanobelts is oriented along [010] direction with

the observed interfringe spacing of 0.67 nm and this corresponds

well to the (200) planes of monoclinic HVO (JCPDS 07-0332). It

is noted that the (200) lattice spacing of HVO is larger than that

of crystalline V2O5 (e.g. 0.58 nm),25 which may facilitate lithium

intercalation.

The growth of 1D HVO nanobelts is attributed to the

anisotropic bonding of its layered structure resulting in selected

growth. The [010] or b-axis is the fastest growth direction and

[001] is the slowest due to the weak c-axis bonding.17 Moreover,

in our reaction system, the presence of NH4H2PO4 (hereafter

abbreviated as ADP) during the synthesis is noted to affect the

yield of HVO products (see ESI, Fig. S2){ and the sample

morphology (see ESI, Fig. S3){. Here, the yield of the products is

determined by the weight percentage of dried products to the

V2O5 reactant. It is found that the product yield is only y0.2%

without ADP during the synthesis. The yield of products

increases to y78.6% and y99.0% when ADP is added at

concentration (IADP) of 0.5 mM and 1.5 mM, respectively.

Further increase in ADP concentration does not show significant

change. FESEM images of the HVO nanobelts prepared under

different IADP values reveal that increasing IADP from 0 to 1.5 mM

does not show obvious changes in morphology and nanostructure

(see ESI, Fig. S3a–c){, however nanorods are observed when IADP

is increased to 2.0 mM (see ESI, Fig. S3d){ with shorter length, e.g.

10–50 mm, and larger width, e.g. 50–100 nm.

The HVOs products are further used to fabricate the bulky

paper as per described in the experimental section. The bulky

papers prepared from the long nanobelts synthesized with

appropriate amount of ADP (0.5~1.5 mM) are robust upon

bending and a representative one is shown in Fig. 2f, while the

bulky paper prepared with HVO nanorods is fragile and easily

broken upon bending, which is probably due to that the shorter

nanorods can not form intertwining networks. For Li ion battery

cathode applications, HVO nanobelts were chose as the electrode

materials and were further mixed with 25 wt% acid-treated multi-

walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) to make flexible battery

electrodes (see ESI, Fig. S4a){, to make it mechanically

stronger than the acetylene black. The FESEM images (see

ESI, Fig. S4c–d){ indicate uniform mixture of the MWCNTs

and HVO nanobelts in the bulky paper electrodes. The thickness

of the bulky-paper cathodes was controlled around y50 mm.

To study the Li-ion storage properties of binder-free bulky

paper cathodes made from HVO nanobelts, a series of electro-

chemical measurements were carried out based on the half cell

configuration.26–28 Fig. 3a depicts representative cyclic voltam-

mograms (CVs) of the HVO electrodes for the first three cycles at

a scan rate of 0.2 mV s21 in the voltage range of 4.0 to 2.0 V. The

CVs exhibited two pairs of reduction and oxidation peaks

associated with the phase transitions of HVO during Li+

intercalation and deintercalation processes. The two reduction

peaks located at y2.84 and y2.47 V, respectively, are attributed

to the reduction of V5+ to V4+ through the reaction of

Fig. 1 (a) The XRD pattern of the sample obtained in the presence of

1.5 mM NH4H2PO4 and (b) the corresponding XPS spectra for the O 1s

and V 2p bands.
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V2O5?0.44H2O + xLi+ + xe2 A LixV2O5?0.44H2O, where x is

around 2. The reverse reactions are then indicated by the two

corresponding oxidation peaks at around 2.70 and 2.94 V. The

symmetrical feature of the CV curves suggests a good reversibi-

lity of the cycling processes. Fig. 3b exhibits galvanostatic

charge-discharge voltage profiles of the HVO nanobelts elec-

trode between 2.0 and 4.0 V at a current density of 50 mA g21

(0.17 C). The obscure potential plateaus observed in the charge-

discharge curves are consistent with redox peaks in the CV

curves. In addition, the symmetrical characteristic of potential

plateaus in the charge and discharge profiles suggests the highly

reversible phase transition processes. The insertion process gives

an initial discharge capacity of 297 mAh g21 and a subsequent

charge capacity of 297 mAh g21 with no irreversible capacity

loss. Although slightly decreased, the reversible discharge

capacity still can reach 231 mAh g21 during the 20th cycle

with the Coulombic efficiency consistently being maintained at

y100%. This cycling performance is better than those previously

reported for V2O5
29,30 and V2O5?xH2O23 cathodes.

The cycling responses of the HVO bulky-paper electrode at

different C rates were evaluated and shown in Fig. 3c. The

electrode shows a high discharge capacity of 283 mAh g21 during

the 2nd cycle at a current density of 100 mA g21 (0.34 C) and

subsequently reduces to 241, 212, 194 and 183 mAh g21 at

current densities of 200 (0.68 C), 500 (1.7 C), 800 (2.7 C) and

1000 mA g21 (3.4 C), respectively. Even at a high current density

of 2000 mA g21 (6.8 C), the HVO binder-free bulky-paper

electrode can still deliver a high capacity of 163 mAh g21 during

the 2nd cycle. For comparative studies, another HVO electrode

was prepared by conventional tap-casting process with 17 wt%

polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF). It is found that the HVO

nanobelts cathode with PVDF binder exhibits an inferior

performance (see Fig. 3c), giving discharge capacities of 271,

219, 193, 178, 168 and 143 mAh g21 during the 2nd cycle at

current densities of 200 (0.68 C), 500 (1.7 C), 800 (2.7 C), 1000

(3.4 C) and 2000 mA g21 (6.8 C), respectively. The inferior Li

storage properties of PVDF-added HVO cathodes is mainly

attributed to their low electrical conductivity as verified by the

electrochemical impedance spectra (see Fig. 3d). The PVDF-

added HVO cathodes shows a larger radius of semi-circle in the

Nyquist plots compare to that of the binder-free HVO electrodes,

and thus indicates higher charge-transfer resistance. As compare to

V2O5 based electrodes prepared by other reported processes,29,31–33

the above demonstrated Li storage performance of HVO bulk

paper electrode is outstanding (see ESI, Table S1){. There are

reports on achieving high discharge capacities for nanostructured

V2O5 electrodes.32–34 For example, nano-sized V2O5
32 showed a

2nd-cycle discharge capacity of 148 mAh g21 at a current density

of 2352 mA g21; V2O5 nanobelt arrays grew on a Ti substrate33

depicted a 2nd-cycle discharge capacity of 192 mAh g21 at

1000 mA g21; V2O5/carbon tube-in-tube (CTIT) nanocomposites34

delivered a 2nd-cycle discharge capacity of 200 mAh g21 at

2352 mA g21. However, it is worth pointing out that the higher

performances reported by others are achieved in thin film V2O5

electrodes (2.5–3 mm thickness33) while this paper reports on thick

films of y50 mm. For evaluation of the effective energy density of

Fig. 2 (a) Low- and (b) high-magnification FESEM images of HVO nanobelts. (c) TEM image of nanobelts. The inset in (c) is a magnified view to

show the width of the nanobelts. (d) Side view of a rolled up nanobelt giving a thickness of y10 nm. (e) HRTEM image of an individual nanobelt with

its corresponding SAED pattern (inset). (f) Optical image of a freestanding HVO bulky paper based on the intertwining network of above HVO

nanobelts without addition of any binders.
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the full battery cell, the average weight of current collectors and

other inactive components will be added in. Thin film electrodes

then will result in low effective energy densities. Moreover, our

HVO bulky-paper electrode exhibits an excellent cyclability at a

high current density of 2000 mA g21 (6.8 C) as shown in the inset

of Fig. 3c, delivering a discharge capacity of 118 mAh g21 during

the 300th cycle. Such high-C-rate performance is better than

other well-reported cathodes, e.g. spinel LiMn2O4 nanorods35

showed a capacity of 85 mAh g21 during the 100th cycle at 1 C rate

and flowerlike LiFePO4/C microspheres36 delivered a stable

capacity of 85 mAh g21 during the 400th cycle at 5C rate. The

superior performance of HVO flexible electrodes is believed

to result from the following aspects: (1) the 10-nm thick HVO

nanobelts with large specific surface area provide efficient electron

transport pathways and short diffusion distances for Li+

intercalation/deintercalation; (2) the binder-free preparation pro-

cess of the electrodes increases their electrical conductivity; (3) the

hierarchical porous channels in the intertwining network of HVO

nanobelts relax the mechanical strain generated upon the charge-

discharge cycling.

Conclusions

We have developed a simple hydrothermal approach to prepare

HVO nanobelts with high production yield up to y99%. Flexible

bulky-paper cathodes without addition of any binder are

prepared using these HVO nanobelts. These flexible electrodes

show high reversible Li storage capacities, good high C-rate

performance with y100% coulombic efficiency. These promising

properties of binder-free flexible electrodes can be an important

step for development of rollable rechargeable battery with

desired energy storage performance.
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